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Essay 2

Property. Compare how Rousseau and More present the problem of poverty and their
solutions to the problem. Consider the problem of property as Rousseau and More define
it in their works. Be sure to include private property and communal property in your
essay. r llqll; t-S

Both Thomas More'{ Utopia ftnd Jean Jacques Rousseau's Discourse on theL-J
Orieins of Inequality serve as critiques of the society in which they lived in. Both authors

distant future. Rousseau however, believes that we have already experienced a time of
7A'(\d cannir rufut(fl, vtqYfr7

fulfillment where inequality ceased to existl Therefor6)ecause More and Rousseau look

at their ideal societies through different lenses, they both have very different solutions to {hQ

problem of private property in society. Both More and Rousseau agree that private

property is an enabler of inequality which in turn diminishes the happiness of society as a

whole - Whcl\t \l t1^1" L0nVcUtl

More uses Plato's view on the use of communal propertylas his justification as to , lt I i f llA

why private property leads to inequality. More doubts that goods can be equitably ,h*"U\O$('YO'X

if every individual has his own property; "however abundant things are, afew men will

nonetheless divide everything amongst themselves, leaving everyone else in povert5r"

(47).The poverty that More describes stems directly from a few powerful people having

large amounts of wealth and influence over othelhwhich allows them to distribute things
U

amongst the few instead of the many. Rousseau has a similar idea that once man was

-
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